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A True Desert Rat
by Libby

Without water the desert is a dangerous
place. Everyone knows it, be they nomad,
adventurer, or soldier. Jack Sillito, navigator
with the SAS (Special Air Service), knew it in
October 1942 when he and three others
headed across the Libyan desert in two jeeps
on a mission into enemy territory. At midnight they reached their target, the train
tracks between Tobruk and Bardia. Before
laying their explosives they paused to reconnoitre but in the dark they stumbled onto an
Italian dug-out and before long, enemy fire
Jack Sillito after his march.
Photo by Malcolm James
had overwhelmed them and pinned Sillito
(from ‘Born of the Desert’ by James)
down.When, hours later he finally crawled to
safety, the rest of his team had given him up for dead and had gone. He
was alone and a long way behind enemy lines.
Sillito’s choices were few. He could surrender; walk 300 miles along
the coast road to the British lines; or walk 140 miles across open desert
to an SAS rendezvous spot. He chose the last.
With only a greatcoat, a revolver and his compass, he began his journey
south and away from humanity and sure water.For two days he walked,finding only a little brackish water caught in scrap metal of destroyed military
vehicles.On the third day he came across a tin of bully beef but had no saliva to swallow it so he dumped the food but kept the tin and used it to capture his urine.With the land refusing him water,he drank that.
His greatcoat became too heavy to carry, and although it sheltered him
from sun and night time cold, he let it go. His shoes began to disintegrate
and blisters formed on his feet. Every step became painful, and going on
became a question of determination.The fourth and fifth day passed without water as he stumbled southward, ever deeper into the desert.
On the sixth day he saw three dots moving on the horizon. Mirage?
No. Jeeps! He tried to shout but no sound came. He waved his arms. He
tore off his shirt, and scrambled to find matches to set it ablaze. The
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smouldering flame gave only a feeble smoke that dispersed quickly.
Those in the jeeps didn’t see it.They disappeared into the distance.
Deep in despair he picked up a large stone but,“I found I hadn’t
even the strength to commit suicide. I couldn’t even give myself a
headache.” So, in a near trance, chin on chest, he slogged on.
On the seventh day he found jeep tracks and followed them.
On the eighth he reached the rendezvous wadi but it was
empty—deserted and desiccated. He stood swaying and without
hope when a cloudburst struck and dropped inches of rain in
minutes. He drank and then passed out, awakening later to the
sound of voices.The jeeps had returned. He had made it!
Sillito lost 70 lbs in 8 days but in less than a month he was
back in action. A true desert rat.

Desert Oasis
Photo by Malcolm James (from ‘Born of the Desert’ by James)

Sources:
They Survived - A Study of the Will to Live,by Wilfrid Noyce,E.P.Dutton & Co.NY.1963
Born of the Desert, by Malcolm James, Collins, London, 1945
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Book Review

Movie Review

Target for Tonight

Les Morfalous

by David King

Starring Jean-Paul Belmondo

Reviewed by Sgt. Victoria Moore

Reviewed by Val

published by Paperback Library (1968)
The final battle for the Cyrenaica Peninsula
looms, but both sides need gasoline. Col. Quint
said it best in “The Chase of Fire Raid”, the last
side to run out of gas wins.
But how is Dietrich, a Panzer commander,
involved in the procurement of petrol? Following
the Allied victory at Sidi Beda, Dietrich was,
according to David King, demoted to Leutnant
and put in charge of a prison camp at Waw al
Harib.There he planned the Friedhof Campaign
to retake the triangular head of the Cyrenaica
Peninsula. Rommel himself approved his daring plan and restored
Dietrich’s rank.
Unfortunately Dietrich’s brilliant strategy failed to consider the Rat
Patrol.As frequently befalls him in the TV series, the Hauptmann in this
novel is also thwarted by the ineptitude of those under him.
And what obstacles do the Rat Patrol lads face? How to take the hidden
cache of gasoline without firing a shot that might set the oil reserve aflame
and transform the desert into a blazing sea.So the lads must win the battle
using the most primitive weapon,a crossbow.
Using their jeeps,rafts,and swimming when need be,they reconnoiter.
One intriguing tidbit revealed is that Moffitt once swam half way across the
English Channel before giving up because of stormy seas,a skill he puts to
good use in this raid.
Hitch also makes good use of a skill from his youth.Luckily he took first
prize in an archery contest at Camp Mini-ha-ha, as we learned in
“The Darkest Raid”.That talent is employed as they take the reservoir of gas,
firing many a crossbow bolt (arrow).
And what burning question is answered in this novel? Hitch asks Troy
why he changed who the privates drove for.Sarge’s response,“It’s good they
be familiar with both sergeants in action.”
On a few minor points King’s details differ from the TV series. First,in
this novel, as in his earlier ones, all the lads smoke, not just Troy. Hitch is
described as having a ruddy complexion and a mop of red,not blond,hair.
Perhaps David King was unable to watch the show ‘In Color’. Also King’s
description of the Hauptmann differs from the TV series.He says Dietrich
has pale eyes.All true Dietrich fans know his eyes were deep pools of
bittersweet chocolate.And to top it off, IMHO (in my humble opinion)
David King’s Dietrich in florid pajamas with a rose-hued silk robe is
unimaginable.
Action packed,this fifth in a series of six books for the younger reader
was a delight.I recommend!
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"Les Morfalous", a French movie
starring Jean-Paul Belmondo and
released in 1984, certainly doesn't
get points for originality. Taking
place in Tunisia in 1943, it tells the
story of a group of foreign legionnaires whose mission it is to carry
to safety six billions in gold bars,
from the bank of North Africa to
Allied-occupied territory. Most of
the company is wiped out by the
Germans at the very beginning of
the movie,but the adjutant leading them is unimpressed and intends
to go on with the mission. However, Sergeant Augagneur has other
ideas about the gold.Along the way, Augagneur finds unlikely allies
in the wife of the owner of the bank and in a German officer who
has dropped by for a visit (even though German lines are quite a way
to the south-west).
A number of movies have been done on this subject. "Les
Morfalous" is slightly different in that the story takes place in North
Africa,and that the gold actually belongs to France rather than to the
Nazis,but apart from that it is very similar to movies such as "Kelly's
Heroes","The Last Drop",and even the more recent "Three Kings".
The beginning of the movie is a little stilted and awkward,and it
shows major inconsistencies. For instance, when two Legionnaires
disguise themselves as German soldiers, the German officer who
watches the town square through his binoculars does not seem to
find it odd that they go on the other side of town towards a battery
of artillery, rather than come back and report to him. In fact, he
appears to have completely forgotten about them until the German
stronghold finally gets shelled.The movie also relies much too heavily (and obviously) on Belmondo's performance, making it seem
affected and not very spontaneous.
Thankfully, it also has a few saving graces, starting with the fact
that it doesn't take itself too seriously. That movie is proof that the
French still know how to make fun of themselves (what they don't
like is anyone else doing it).The story seems to find its pace around
the middle of the movie,when things really get moving and the characters stop fiddling around and wasting time. It scores a few points
with its use of the Foreign Legion, which is seldom seen in WW2
movies."Les Morfalous" is not a typical war movie in the sense that,
like in "Kelly's Heroes", the war is more of a background than the
subject of the story. Still, it is not a chore to watch, so long as you
don't expect too much.Unfortunately,it does not seem to have been
released in English.
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LETTERS HOME by Barbo
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RAT PUZZLE PAGES The David and Goliath Raid – Fill-In Puzzle
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The David and Goliath Raid – Crossword Puzzle
by Libby
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Vignettes

One Tree

Guardian Angel

“I don’t believe it!”Troy snapped as he strode toward Tully.“What
the hell were you thinking?”
“Easy,Troy,” said Moffitt, stumbling out of the passenger seat. He
rubbed his knee where it had collided with the dash board. He
noticed a wisp of steam wafting up from under the jeep hood.“I’m
sure he didn’t mean it.” He turned to look at Tully still sitting in the
driver’s seat.“Did you,old chap.” He gave Tully a reassuring smile but
Tully’s face was hidden in the shadow of his helmet as he tried to
avoid meeting Troy’s glare.“Look Troy,” said Moffitt.“This isn’t the end
of the world.”Troy turned his glare on him,making Moffitt wish for a
moment that he hadn’t spoken.
“You’re telling me that running smack into a tree—the only
damned tree between Kufra and Siwa—in a jeep that we need to get
us home isn’t important?”said Troy.
“Tully can fix,” Moffitt waved a hand at the wisp that had grown
alarmingly large, “whatever the problem is.” He gave Tully a
supporting look.“Can’t you, old chap.”
“Well, get to it,” Troy snapped and snatched a pack of cigarettes
from his shirt pocket.
As Hitch and Tully went to work under the hood,Moffitt followed
Troy out of earshot.
Troy shook the cigarette pack and out dropped a cigarette that
slipped through his fingers to the ground. He bent to pick it up,
straightening, and fitting the wrong end between his lips.
“He hasn’t had much sleep in two weeks,” offered Moffitt.“None
of us has. Makes the reflexes a trifle slow and,” Moffitt watched as
Troy raised his open lighter toward the filtered tip of his cigarette,
“mistakes happen.”
Troy spotted his mistake, and reversed the cigarette before
lighting the right end. He drew on the cigarette and blew out the
smoke.“One tree in the whole desert, and he runs right into it.”
Moffitt gazed around, taking in the distinct lack of arboreal
features on the horizon.“Yes,it does seem rather a shame.” He turned
to look at the tree.It appeared a little scraped but he thought it would
survive.“The tree, I mean. Hard on it, being smacked into that way.”
“There’s going to be hell to pay if we get back short a jeep.You
remember what happened last time.”
“That time it was two jeeps,Troy. Fortunately we had those Arab
waterhole charts to ease the loss.”
“And this time we have what to ease the loss? A chunk of bark.”
“It’s okay,Sarge,” came Hitch’s voice.“Tully fixed it.It’ll get us home.”
Moffitt smiled.“Well done. No harm done.”
Troy dropped his cigarette and ground it with his heel.“Let’s shake
it! And stay away from that damned tree!”
“What tree, sarge?” said Hitch with a grin, ducking Troy’s hat
swiping at him.

By SarahAnne Corlett

Private Mark Hitchcock crept along the wall of the cave,
determined not to let the dark, damp tunnel creep him out.
The Rat Patrol had split up to search the caves. They knew a
German munitions dump was in the tunnel system somewhere, but
they didn’t know where. Still, Hitchcock’s mind kept turning to the
stories he had been urging Sergeant Moffitt to share the previous
night:Arab legends about strange apparitions that people had claimed
to see in these caves for centuries. Some described them as being
hostile ghosts, while others had painted them as being more like
guardian angels. Regardless, Hitchcock was beginning to regret his
enthusiasm for the legends as he tried to make his way in the
seemingly dim beam of his flashlight.
Suddenly, he saw a brighter light ahead. He thought, perhaps, his
tunnel had twisted around to cross one that one of the other patrol
members was searching.
“Tully?” he called.“Sarge?”
There was no answer.The light stopped moving.
It occurred to him that it could be the Germans. Maybe he’d found
the supplies and there were guards. Uncertain, he flattened himself
against the wall and turned off his flashlight.
After a moment of barely breathing, nothing happened. He started
to move along the wall again, tucking his flashlight away and
readying his gun instead. He soon came to a fork in the tunnel and
found the source of the light. A beautiful woman stood where the
tunnel split, looking right at him. She literally glowed.
He stared back.
She pointed serenely to his right. Looking down the tunnel, he
found he couldn’t see more than a few feet before it disappeared in
the dark. He glanced at her, but she simply looked back at him.
He took a few steps down the tunnel she’d indicated, pulling his
flashlight from his belt to shine in that direction, but still couldn’t see
much from where he was standing.He turned to look at her again,but
she was gone. He shone the flashlight in every direction, but there
was no sign of her anywhere.
He didn’t know what to make of the encounter, but decided to
take the tunnel she’d recommended. He found the munitions dump.
It was then that he decided that what he’d seen was real.
When he made the rendez-vous outside with the others, he told them
he’d found the munitions dump,and that they wouldn’t believe what else.
Tully laughed.“Was it a ghost or an angel?” he joked.
“Hitch sees angels everywhere,” Sergeant Troy commented.
“At least, according to the line he fed the nurses at the last three field
hospitals we passed through.”
Hitch nodded ruefully, but decided this wasn’t the audience for his
story.“I was just gonna say that the Germans have fuel in that dump,too.”
“Should make a real nice bang, then,”Troy remarked with a grin as
he picked up their detonators.
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by Con Featherby

Ed. note: There is a distinct possibility that filtered cigarettes were not in common
usage during the war. The author of this vignette claims artistic licence.
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Vignettes. continued

Missing Scene

Reflections

Midnight, Not at the Oasis

by Pat Shaw

by Libby

He brushed the sand from his desk. Inside the tent the air was
stifling hot. Wind cracked the fabric so hard it sounded like
constant gunfire. This was not warfare, this was torture. The
drop in air pressure was enough to drive the sanest of men mad.
By now they all thought they were mad anyway.
For him snow was a distant memory. It got cold but not
damp, cloying cold. Everything here was dry. The heat of the
day, feel of the sand, bone chilling cold of the night. Nothing
was ever damp except for the sweat, but that dried instantly
in the heat. Sand was invasive; shifting; annoying. He
remembered the damp cold mornings of his homeland. The fog
as it clung to his exposed face; the drip from the trees on a
spring morn as the snow began to melt. It was remembered
almost with fondness as he sheltered from yet another
sandstorm. What use was fighting over this piece of desert?
Sent on a fool’s errand by a mad man. It was not their fight,
they had been sent to bolster their allies, the Italians. Hans
Dietrich had questioned the sanity of those orders. He had
fought through Holland, Belgium and France, and looked
forward to an easier time once France belonged to the Greater
German Empire. He had earned that rest. Fate and Erwin
Rommel had thought otherwise.
He tried to get his mind off the storm and back to his mail.
His mother had written, he owed her a reply but could not
concentrate on the price and availability, or not, of bread or
cheese. In light of his mood he would not reply today. The
next one due a reply was from his beloved Helen, the woman
he had fought hard to marry outside his nationality. How did
he tell her how desperately lonely he felt? How he missed her.
Head in hands he set his memories free. He would look down
at her and marvel at the way she would make him feel the
smaller of the two. She was bold, fiery yet in other ways was
childlike and needed guiding through their relationship in those
first days. Helen could make him laugh, and make him cry, but
she could never bring his mood so low that he could think of
nothing else but himself and his position. The war had done
this to him; made him selfish. He no longer knew who Hans
Dietrich was. Men looked to him for leadership, but the
‘verdammte’ Rat Patrol … Not only were they destroying his
faith in himself; he discovered their leader was Helen’s brother!
How did he reconcile himself to that? Lesser men than Dietrich
would have crumbled under the pressure, but he knew he
would take this time to reflect and then come back fighting,
literally. His relationship was strong, he was strong and
ultimately his resolve was strong. He would survive. He had
every reason to.

The David and Goliath Raid set up: The patrol captured some valuable
maps showing the location of ancient waterholes, but when Dietrich
destroyed their jeeps and left them deep in the desert without water, they
were in a serious predicament. With a wounded Tully, they began a long
and dangerous trek across the desert to find one of those waterholes. Night
fell and they halted . . .
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Troy itched for a cigarette but even if he’d had one, he didn’t dare
light up. He wrapped his arms around himself holding onto what body
heat he could and scanned the horizon again. Nothing broke the
darkness, but he had the feeling Dietrich was out there, watching. He
wouldn’t have left them, not if he guessed the value of the old maps
stuffed into Moffitt’s shirt.
Tully coughed and Troy turned his thoughts to the black forms that
were the two privates.One sat hunched small in the chill,and the other
lay curled on the sand nearby, exhausted almost beyond sensing the
cold. They needed rest, especially Tully, but without water they
couldn’t stop long.They had to find that waterhole Moffitt swore was
somewhere ahead. Moffitt had better be right.
Troy dragged himself to his feet and felt the weight of fatigue brought on
by dehydration. His muscles didn’t want to do anything. He looked at the
silhouette on a nearby rise, face turned to the distance. Troy knew Moffitt
would be frowning, remembering every chicken scratch on that damn map
and trying to fit each mark to the desert forms around them.
“Moffitt,” he said. Moffitt turned toward him, swaying slightly before
steadying his stance.“You got a fix on the direction we go now?”
Moffitt nodded as he came toward Troy.
“You sure you can find that waterhole?”
Moffitt nodded again, then his gaze slid to where Tully lay, but he
didn’t say whatever he was thinking.
“He’ll make it,”Troy said.
“We could leave him with tinder and a lighter.He could start a fire once
we are well away.Dietrich would find him.He’d be given medical—.”
“We’re not leaving anybody behind.”
“He’d be sure to live,” Moffitt went on as if Troy hadn’t spoken.
“We might not.”
“You want to give up? Surrender?”
“I said nothing of the sort. I’m simply stating facts. It will be a very
long hike to the waterhole. He may not have the stamina. His chances
of survival are better now, with any medical aid, than later.”
“We’re all going,”Troy said through his teeth.“And we’re all going to make it.”
“With the maps.”
“With the damn maps.”
“Then we had all better jolly well get moving.”
“Soon,”Troy said.
“Best go now,” said Moffitt turning away.“ Tomorrow won’t be any easier.”
Troy watched as Moffitt went to help Tully to his feet.
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RAT RECIPE – Hitch’s Coffee Cake by Barbo
A good cup’o joe is Hitch’s specialty and when supplies are plentiful, he treats his unit mates to his famous coffee cake.
2 cups all-purpose flour
3/4 cup white sugar
2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup camel butter
1 roadrunner egg
3/4 cup goat’s milk
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
pinch of sand (not optional)

Remove sand from pan, grease and flour. In a large bowl, combine 2 cups flour,
3/4 cup sugar, baking powder and salt. Cut in butter until mixture resembles
coarse crumbs. Crack egg into dry mixture and add 1 cup of goat’s milk. Stir until
all ingredients are combined. Spread batter into sand-free pan and cover. Place
over fire for 30 minutes. Steal toothpick from Tully to test. Place toothpick into
cake and remove. If dry, cake is done. Allow to cool... in hot desert sun.
Serve with said “good cup o’joe”.

RAT HOBBIES
A Real Rattie
Clock
by Libby

A long time ago (at least
5 years) a kind friend gave
me a working rattie clock
of my very own. So my
Moffitt clock hangs
proudly on the wall by my computer and I gaze at it many times
a day, sometimes even for checking the time.
Although the pictured clock was a gift, I have made similar
personalized clocks too. Here’s how you too can make one.
First you must find an inexpensive clock. It must have flat face,

square or round, with no glass or case around it. Ideally the working
mechanism (hiding behind the face) is battery powered. Quite often
suitable clocks can be found at your local discount store (a dollar store
or equivalent is good).
Once you have the clock you will have to do some simple deconstruction, gently removing the clock hands so you can glue (I used a
glue stick) your already printed and delightful rattie image right on top
of the existing clock face. It is best to trim the image to match the
existing face size before gluing it on. After gluing, add a few dot
stickers (or numbers) on the new clock face at appropriate spots and
replace the clock hands.
Hang your new clock on the wall and appreciate both the rattie
picture and knowing the time. If the mechanism is decent, your rattie
clock should keep ticking in your ears for years and years (with an
occasional battery change of course).
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